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DIALOGUE – 4
TASK 2.4
INTERACTION

CANDIDATE A

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the
other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.
Evening Classes
You and your partner have decided you should take up an evening class in a
nearby college. You have a sedentary life as you work in an office and sit in front of
the computer most of the time and you would benefit from an active class. There is a
salsa dance you would like to join. Share the information with your partner and
decide which of the courses is the right one.

SALSA DANCING CLASS
Points to consider


Exercise



Learn a new dancing style



Sociable activity



Love music



Good skill

Wednesday and Fridays 7.-8pm
Price per month; €40
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DIALOGUE – 4
TASK 2.4
INTERACTION

CANDIDATE B

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the
other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.
Evening Classes
You and your partner have decided you should take up an evening class in a
nearby college. You would benefit from an intellectual course as your job as a
supermarket assistant is very repetitive. There is Chinese language course you would
like to join. Share the information with your partner and decide which of the courses
is the right one.

CHINESE LANGUAGE LESSON
Points to consider


Stimulation for the brain



Good skill to have



Possibilities for job promotion



Official qualification



Great for travelling

Tuesdays 18.30-20.00
Monthly fee € 60
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